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The current industrial environment requires machinery to be

both e�cient and long-lasting. One key aspect of this is making

sure of the purity of the lubricating oil used in different pieces

of equipment. Traditional oil �ltration methods often fall short

here. Signi�cant wear and tear from contaminated oil can

shorten machinery lifespans and raise maintenance expenses.

But what if there was a better way? Well, there is a way. You

need an electrostatic oil �ltering system from Hypureoil. We

provide the best oil �ltration solution in Delhi.

The Problem with Old Oil
Filters
Old-fashioned �lters might catch big particles, but they let tiny

ones slip through. These microscopic enemies wreak havoc on

machinery. They grind down components like sandpaper,

causing increased wear and tear. Friction goes up as

lubrication gets less effective. On top of that, water and rust

make the oil break down faster which turns it into sludge &

varnish. The only way to keep things running smoothly is with

frequent oil changes, which translates to higher costs and more

downtime for your machines.

Why Choose an Electrostatic Oil
Filtration System?
An electrostatic oil �ltration system removes contaminants

from oil using electrostatic forces. Unlike conventional �lters

that rely on size exclusion, electrostatic �lters attract and

capture even the smallest particles. These particles include

those that are sub-micron in size. This advanced technology of

an electrostatic oil �ltration system ensures a higher level of

cleanliness. It ultimately leads to better performance and
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longevity of your machinery or equipment.

How Does Our Electrostatic Oil
Filtration System in Delhi Work?
The ground-breaking electrostatic oil �ltering system from

Hypureoil offers a distinct working paradigm. First, the system

continues to circulate oil by gradually incorporating used oil

into its operation. The oil is then electrostatically charged while

passing through a strong electric �eld, which charges the

impurities as well as the oil.

The next step is polarized collection, where charged impurities

are drawn to collector plates with the opposite polarity and are

subsequently removed from the oil. Finally, the cleaned oil is

easily reinserted into the machinery which promotes longer life

& improved functionality.

This approach is novel and differs from traditional options of an

electrostatic oil �ltration system in Delhi. It makes use of

electrostatic principles to effectively clear oil. This enhances

the performance of equipment. Our electrostatic oil �ltration

system highlights a revolutionary development in oil �ltering

technology with a methodical methodology that includes

charge, circulation, polarised collection, and clean oil

restoration. It promises increased durability and e�ciency for a

variety of industrial applications.

Some Major Bene�ts of
Hypureoil’s Electrostatic Oil
Filtration System

Extended Oil Life

Our electrostatic oil �ltration system gives you an extended oil

life by eliminating water and tiny impurities that cause oil

deterioration.
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Reduced Maintenance Costs

Hypureoil’s electrostatic oil puri�er cleans the oil which leads to

less wear and tear. This minimizes maintenance needs and

repair expenses.

Improved Equipment Performance

Our oil puri�ers lead to smoother operation by offering clean

oil. It increases e�ciency and reduces energy consumption.

Environmentally Friendly

Our electrostatic oil �ltration system supports & contributes to

a greener operation by reducing oil waste & minimizing

disposal frequency.

 

Why Hypureoil Is the Best Choice
for an Electrostatic Oil Filtration
System in Delhi?
To �nd the best electrostatic oil �ltration system in Delhi,

Hypureoil stands out as the industry leader. Here’s why:

Avant Grade Technology

Hypureoil uses the most recent advancements in electrostatic

�ltering technology to guarantee that the lubricating oil

supplied to your gear is of the highest calibre. Our electrostatic

oil �ltration system eliminates a variety of impurities that

conventional �lters can overlook, such as varnish, sludge, solid

particles, etc.

Customized Solutions

We are aware of the uniqueness of each industrial setup. We



provide a specialized electrostatic oil �ltration system in Delhi

that satis�es the demands of various industries. It includes

power production, manufacturing, the automobile sector, and

more. Our professionals work with customers to develop &

execute the best �ltering solutions.

Proven Track Record

Our track record of delivering top-notch �ltration solutions in

Delhi and beyond is unbeatable. Our electrostatic oil �ltration

systems have been successfully implemented in various

industries.

Comprehensive Support

Hypureoil offers complete assistance, from installation to

maintenance, to guarantee that our electrostatic oil �ltration

system operates at peak e�ciency all the time. Our specialists

are constantly available to help with problems or inquiries,

guaranteeing little downtime & optimal satisfaction.

Competitive Pricing

Price isn’t always a determining factor in quality. Thus,

Hypureoil’s electrostatic oil �ltering systems are reasonably

priced which makes our electrostatic oil �ltration system in

Delhi an affordable option for companies of all kinds.

Ready To Experience the Bene�ts
of Cleaner Oil and A More E�cient
Operation?
Avoid allowing tainted oil to affect the functionality of your

equipment. Get in touch with Hypureoil right now to �nd out

how our electrostatic oil �ltering systems can revolutionize

your business. Hypureoil, the top supplier in Delhi, offers the

greatest oil �ltering technology.
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